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Ciao sono Deborah,
I live in Mallorca at the moment and I would love to share with you what I have learned.
I attended various yoga teacher trainings (E-RYT 500) in Hatha Flow, Brahmani Vinyasa 
Flow and I assisted my teacher Julie Martin on a 350 hours Level 2 TTC (for teachers).

On my journey I met amazing teachers, from all over the world, like Julie Martin, Emil Wendel, 
Annick Brofman, James Winstanley, Sabrina Cerfoglio, Nicolette Wilson, etc.. I have practi-
ced and thought in Switzerland, India and Spain. My practice keeps evolving and chan-
ging exploring freedom in movement and in life. I believe that the real practice begins out 
of the mat.

The asana, Bhakti, Pranayama and philosophy are just a vehicle to create more awareness 
to get to know ourselves and take it out to the world in turn and I try to do it with good 
humour and a smile.

Reiki, massages, Body Mirror therapy, meditation and yoga grew all together with me in the 
last 20 years and I am sure more knowledge and interests will keep expanding and deve-
loping in my life as life is practice.

PRACTICE LOVE UNTIL YOU REMEMBER YOU ARE LOVE
SWAMI SAI PREMANANDA

YOGA | REIKI | BODY MIRROR SYSTEM | AYURYOGA MASSAGE

PRIVATE YOGA & THERAPIES SERVICES

MALLORCA ‘19

Delivered at your place or if you prefer at my finca in Alcudia



YOGA A CASA for villas
I studied and continue studying with Julie Martin from Brahmani yoga; I recently assisted her and other amazing teachers like Emil Wendel 
and Rhys Bae-Non on a 350 hours Level 2 TTC (for teachers). 500 hrs. qualified yoga teacher.

I currently teach Brahmani inspired Yoga flow, Meditation, Nidra, Restorative and Ying. Mindful yoga for athletes.

HOW

Tailor suited yoga lesson for small groups or private session directly in your villa. Do you need to relax and get in touch with your body? 
Would you like to take some awareness into your breathing? Are you an athlete that would like to practice some yoga as a complement 
to your sport activity? Are you too shy or you don’t have time to go into a public yoga class?

Let’s plan a personalized class for you or your group and have it comfortably delivered at home in your space!

If you don’t have a space at yours, come and practice at mine! Lesson available in my finca in Alcudia.

TIMING EXAMPLE

PRICES

1:15 hour Yoga private lesson   
1:15 hour Yoga lesson in small groups (up to 4 people)

80 €
80 € per group (any additional student 15 €)



REIKI A CASA for villas
Rei: universal energy – Ki: higher Intelligence non-physical energy that animates all living things. Reiki can be used on the physical, mental 
and emotional body of the individual and that is why it is considered a holistic therapy that takes care of the whole wellbeing of the 
person. It is a healing technique that can be used for physical issues as well as emotional troubles or energetic blocks.

Can be practiced in presence of the person or even when the person is not present. In the same way it can be applied to situations.

HOW

If you feel tired or stressed Reiki is the right treatment to give you some energy and calm you.
Recharge and relax without leaving your house in Mallorca.

If you don’t have a space at yours, come at mine! Session possible in my finca in Alcudia.

TIMING EXAMPLE

PRICES

Individual (face to face) and “distance” sessions available
1 hour face to face session    
Distance session (for people or situation)

60 €
40 €

COURSES

Private courses (rituals and activation) or in small groups of Level 
1, Level 2 and Level 3 and path that will lead you to become 
Masters Reiki. 
Become a Reiki practitioner yourself, the world needs it!



CHAKRA BALANCING
Body Mirror System: everything starts in our consciousness. When there is tension in our consciousness it extends to the Chakras and the 
parts of the body or emotions connected to this Chakra. If the tension persists then it becomes a physical symptom. This active therapy 
will “clean” all your chakras and balance them. A very powerful healing treatment for body, mind and spirit that will bring big, deep 
changes.

HOW

Get in touch in order to prepare the session. The Day I will arrive at your villa and I will choose and set up the ideal spot for the session 
in order to have the right atmosphere. After a chat about your expectations and eventual needs and a short explanation I will give you 
a treatment for 30-40 minutes. After that there will be a moment for a feedback and sharing.

TIMING EXAMPLE

PRICES

1:30 hour treatment delivered in your villa 90 €

If you don’t have a space at yours, come at mine! Session possible in my finca in Alcudia.



AYURYOGA MASSAGE
Ayuryoga Massage is a unique system of bodywork. It combines deep tissue massage with coordinated breath and yoga stretching. Deep 
tissue massage helps to remove knots and adhesions in the muscles and soft tissues, while the assisted stretches and breath exercises realign 
the bodies posture and stimulate the natural flow of energy.

A typical ayurvedic herb is applied to the skin with a small amount of oil and acts as a blood detoxifier and nerve tonic (circulating boos-
ting properties). This unique comprehensive approach to the body dissolves physical and emotional blocks, helps eliminate toxins, promotes 
correct posture, improves respiratory patterns, enhances energy levels, and leaves the receiver with a profound sense of wellbeing. The 
session is performed on a mat on the floor for free movement, stretching and flow. These techniques incorporate the use of hands and feet 
as tools for massage. The utilisation of the feet allows for deeper and more thorough pressure through long and graceful strokes.

HOW

Take an appointment making sure of not eating before the massage and for best results plan 2 hours of relax afterwards. The Day I will arrive 
at your villa and I will choose and set up the ideal spot for the session in order to have the right atmosphere. After a consultation regarding 
any physical issue enjoy a personalized massage for 1.5 hours. Come back to space for a moment of sharing ending the session.
Enjoy a moment of relaxation without leaving your villa!.

TIMING EXAMPLE

PRICES

1:30 hour treatment delivered in your villa 90 €

If you don’t have a space at yours, come at mine! Session possible in my finca in Alcudia.



Practice love until you remember you are love
Swami Sai Premananda

Debby Rossi
m: +34 682 579 727

hello@arimayoga.com
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